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A Generalized Coupling Matrix Extraction Technique
for Bandpass Filters With Uneven-Qs
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Abstract—In this paper, a vector fitting (VF) based analytical
extraction method, which is capable of accurately extracting the
coupling matrix and the uneven unloaded Qs of each electric res-
onators of a filter, is presented. Having had the complex poles and
residues determined using VF, the coupling matrix can be obtained
by a sequence of complex orthogonal transformations. As a side
product, the unloaded Qs for each resonator will be directly ob-
tained from the complex diagonal elements of the coupling matrix.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, an ideal
demonstrative example along with two practical challenging filter
tuning examples, namely, an eight-pole dual-mode dielectric filter
and an eight-pole dual-mode predistortion filter, are demonstrated.
An excellent match between the responses of the measured data
and those from the extracted coupling matrix with actual unloaded
Q factors can be seen.

Index Terms—Computer-aided tuning (CAT), coupling matrix,
filters, predistortion filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROWAVE filters are indispensible components
in every communication system. They are not only

used for transmitters and receivers, but also used in various
multiplexer sub-systems for channelizing a broadband mi-
crowave signal. Among different type of filters, narrowband
bandpass filters (fractional bandwidth, or %) are
most widely used in various communication infrastructure
systems, such as the radio units in wireless base stations and
input/output multiplexers on communication satellites. In order
to meet the increasingly stringent selectivity requirement,
many narrowband filters are high-order general Chebshev types
incorporating multiple cross-couplings [1]. To compensate the
manufacture tolerance and the inaccurate dimension design,
the production of such narrowband filters heavily depends on
manual tunings. It is highly desirable that such human tuning
built up by experience be replaced by a computer-aided proce-
dure through the extraction of a filter circuit model, which is
commonly expressed by a coupling matrix [2].
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Computer-aided tuning (CAT) technology for microwave fil-
ters was originally developed for the tuning of dual-mode fil-
ters [3]. Since then, the technology has been widely adopted
by the filter industry, as it provides an efficient means for filter
tuning in a deterministic way without requiring too much expe-
rience. The most critical process in CAT is to diagnose (or ex-
tract) the circuit model corresponding to a measured microwave
filter response from severely detuned to well-tuned states. It is
well understood for a filter designer that for a bandpass filter,
the nonzero entries in its coupling matrix have their one-to-one
correspondence to the tuning and coupling elements in a filter
physical realization. By comparing the extracted coupling ma-
trix with the target coupling matrix, the tuning direction and the
amount of physical adjustment can be decided for each tuning
element at each tuning state. The CAT technique is very useful in
tuning advanced microwave bandpass filters such as high-order
filters with cross couplings or singly terminated channel filters
whose responses are not well matched [4]. Toward this end,
many effective CAT algorithms have been proposed for dif-
ferent scenarios [3], [5]–[9], among which an analytical extrac-
tion approach for a filter with high and nearly even unloaded Q
factors was presented in [9].
It is a common sense that the insertion loss for a narrow

bandpass filter is inevitable and is contributed by unevenly dis-
tributed losses among filter resonators, which are described by
the uneven unloaded Qs of each resonator. The uneven Qs can
be caused by intentional factors, such as mixed modes/types of
resonators [10], and unintentional factors, such as unequal pen-
etration depths of tuning screws in each resonator. When the un-
even-Q phenomenon becomes prominent, it will be difficult for
the existing techniques to extract a correct circuit model. There-
fore, to accurately reflect the loss effect for a general filter case,
a generalized extraction algorithm that is capable of handling
uneven Q factors needs to be developed.
One practical application of the generalized extraction algo-

rithm is the tuning of a predistortion filter. A predistortion filter
[11]–[14], which can have a very high effective Q factor in terms
of the flatness of insertion loss and the sharpness of selectivity,
has been recently adopted in the input multiplexer (IMUX) of a
communication satellite payload system [12]. This technology
allows the use of much smaller sized lossy resonators so that the
overall mass of the payload can be reduced significantly. Nev-
ertheless, the design of a predistortion filter that can achieve
the prescribed insertion-loss flatness with the minimal abso-
lute insertion-loss level requires the knowledge of the Q factor
for each resonator. The tuning process of such a filter is much
more challenging than the tuning of an ordinary filter because
the couplings and Q factors of the lossy resonators used are
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more sensitive to the tuning screws’ adjustment. Therefore, the
uneven-Q effect must be taken into account in the design and
tuning process of a predistortion filter.
Generally speaking, all practical microwave bandpass filters

exhibit an uneven-Q effect to a certain degree. However, the
existing extraction methods cannot effectively and accurately
handle such an effect. The optimization-based methods such as
those in [3] and [5]–[7] may not be a good choice unless good
quality initial values to the coupling matrix, phase loadings, and
the Q factors can be given. The analytical extraction methods
such as those in [8] and [9], on the other hand, do not effectively
handle the uneven-Q effect either. In [8], a uniform Q distribu-
tion is assumed. While the method proposed in [9], which is
based on the -parameter fractional expansions, can be effec-
tive for lossless and nearly even-Q filters. However, [9] may fail
to deal with very lossy and detuned filters because the system
poles may not be easily distinguished from the magnitude in-
formation of -parameters. A decisive limiting factor in [9] is
that the imaginary part of the system poles of the -parameters,
which determine the resonators’ Q factors, are derived based on
the assumption of pure real system residues. This assumption is
not true for a general filter with uneven Qs. In fact, the constant
filter Q factor defined in a filter synthesis process is valid only
when the filter has a relatively equal loss distribution among all
the resonators.
In this paper, a generalized analytical extraction method that

deals with lossy filters with unevenly distributed Q factors is
presented. This method is based on the filter admittance pa-
rameter response. The vector fitting (VF) [16], [17] algorithm,
which is widely used to rationalize a linear system, is exploited
to extract the complex system poles and residues. The use of
VF algorithm for extracting filter circuit model was also briefly
reported in [18]. In that work, the residues of -parameter frac-
tional expansions are assumed to be real and the real part of the
complex poles are used to calculate an approximated constant
Q factor from only an electromagnetic (EM) simulated filter re-
sponse. However, in this paper, VF is used to tackle the general
practical filter case and the uneven-Q effect is fully considered
in the obtained circuit model. With the proposed method, the ac-
tual loss of a physical filter model is represented by the extracted
Q factors of each resonator. It will be demonstrated through two
challenging hardware filter tuning examples that the proposed
method is a robust and versatile tool for CAT of advanced band-
pass filters.

II. FINDING COMPLEX SYSTEM POLES AND
RESIDUES USING VF METHOD

It has been shown in [9] that before extracting a coupling ma-
trix from a measured filter response, a constant phase loading
and any embedded transmission line must be removed. This is
because the filter circuit model described by a coupling matrix
does not incorporate any embedded transmission line or a con-
stant phase shift (phase loading) at the ports, which, however,
always exists in a filter physical model. After the extra phase
effects being accurately removed, the filter -parameter poles
and residues can be found correctly to restore the coupling ma-
trix.

Previously in [9], the system poles are determined from the
magnitudes of -parameters. However, this method is not reli-
able when the filter loss is large and the peaks become too blunt
to be distinguished.
In this extraction algorithm, VF is adopted to determine the

system poles and zeros (or residues). VF is a popular tool for
system identification of a linear system [16], [17]. VF rational-
izes a system with guaranteed stable poles by iteratively identi-
fying the system poles and zeroes. For the readers’ convenience,
the core procedure of VF method is briefly reviewed here.
In order to rationalize a measured system by a rational

function with system poles

(1)

where and are actual poles, residues and leading con-
stant of , respectively, a set of initial poles ,
located at arbitrary complex frequencies, are assumed first.
Defining an auxiliary function ,

(2)

whose product with , denoted by , is enforced to ap-
proximate the system by

(3)

Substituting (2) into (3) yields

(4)

which can be rearranged to

(5)

Since is known, the rest of coefficients and can be
found from (5) by sampling (5) at multiple frequency points
and solving a linear least square (LS) problem

(6)

where

(7)

and the th row of and are

(8)
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Having found the unknowns in (6), and can be
transformed into their pole-zero forms

(9)

(10)

According to (3), can then be expressed by

(11)

It can be observed that the new poles of are actually
the zeroes of instead of the initial poles. This pole-zero
calculation process can be repeated by starting from (2) and (3)
with in (11) as the initial poles in a new iteration. When the
solution converges, the finally determined poles must be the
same as the actual poles , as is stated in (1).
The VF method possesses the following distinct advantages:
1) highly reliable for lossy and detuned high-order filters;
2) network parameters and of a filter can be
rationalized by one run;

3) iterative fitting process converges rapidly.
It should be noted that the complex system poles and residues

vector fitted from a filter bandpass response are in conjugate
pairs and the system order is twice as that of the filter. However,
only the poles with a positive imaginary part (and the associated
residues) are then transformed to low-pass domain in which the
coupling matrix is defined.

III. FILTER CIRCUIT MODEL WITH UNEVEN Q FACTORS

In most analytical extraction theories [8], [9], [18], a uniform
Q factor for all resonators of a filter is assumed. In this case,
the system residues must be real numbers. However, it will be
shown in this section that for a filter with uneven Qs, not only
the poles, but also the residues, must be complex values. Based
on this observation, the CAT method presented in this paper can
then be greatly enhanced to handle the filter with uneven Qs.
A typical microwave bandpass lossy filter can be expressed

by a mutually coupled RLC loop circuit network, as is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The filter bandpass prototype can be transformed to its
equivalent low-pass prototype, as is shown in Fig. 1(b), which
is described by an coupling matrix [15].
To analyze a coupled-resonator filter with the general

coupling matrix model as shown in Fig. 1(b), its circuit loop
equations can be written as [15]

(12)

where is the voltage of the source, is the coupling
matrix, are the loop currents for the
loops, is the complex angular frequency in the low-pass do-
main, is an by diagonal matrix

(13)

Fig. 1. Coupled-resonator microwave filter with loss. (a) Bandpass prototype
with RLC loops. (b) Equivalent low-pass prototype, which is described by an

coupling matrix.

and contains the loss terms of the loops and the unit
termination impedances

(14)

The matrix equation (12) can be further rearranged as

(15)

in which

... (16)

are the port voltages, port currents, and the internal loop cur-
rents, respectively. The general coupling matrix is
rearranged in the second term on the right-hand side of (15),
where

...
...

. . .
...

(17)

is the core by coupling matrix of the filter with the loss
terms added on the diagonal

(18)

where and are the center frequency and bandwidth of
the filter, is the unloaded Q factor for the th resonator.
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The sub-matrices and in (15) are the couplings associated
to the source and load loops

(19)

The complex angular frequency variable is expressed in ma-
trix form in (15),

(20)

where is an by identity matrix.
Since is a symmetric complex matrix, it can be eigen-

decomposed by

(21)

and

(22)

where are the system poles and contains the
corresponding eigenvectors. Since in general is not Hermi-
tian (unless a lossless case is assumed), then must be com-
plex [21]. Furthermore, since is complex, but generally not
normal (unless a constant-Q case is assumed), then must be
a nonunitary complex matrix [21].
From the definition of , the -parameter matrix of

the two-port filter network can be obtained from (15) by

(23)

Denoting and , the admittance matrix
can be expressed in a fractional expansion form

(24)

or

(25)

where and
are the real and imaginary parts of and

of (24), respectively.
If Q factors for each resonator are assumed to be different, the

diagonal matrix and its eigenvector matrix in (21) must be
complex. That is to say, the system poles and residues in (24)
are all complex numbers in general. This fact is more clearly
emphasized in (25). It can be shown that if the network is loss-
less or the loss is uniformly distributed among resonators, the
residues in (25) will become purely real.

Fig. 2. Ideal ten-pole filter in Pfitzenmaier coupling topology with unequal Q
factors and detuned resonators. The dotted lines are the original responses of
the circuit model and the solid lines are from the VF-based extraction.

IV. COUPLING MATRIX IN TRANSVERSAL TOPOLOGY

To extract the coupling matrix of an -pole filter from
measured -parameters, the measured data will be converted
to -parameters first. The VF method outlined in Section II
is used to find the poles and residues of the -parameters. A
transversally coupled filter network [15] can then be
directly restored based on the poles and residues found in (25)
by

(26)

where , , and are the self-couplings, couplings
between a resonator and the source or the load, respectively.
Different from the conventional coupling matrix [15],
now all the couplings (except for ) are complex values in
general to account for a general resonator-coupled filter with
uneven Qs. For a fully canonical filter, the source–load coupling

stays real and will not be affected by the uneven-Q effect
or the followed transformations.
Obviously, the complex coupling values of the off-diagonal

elements for a filter are not physically realizable. However, the
finally achieved coupling matrix must correspond to the ac-
tual filter’s physical coupling topology. Therefore, the obtained
transversal coupling matrix must be further transformed to the
targeted topology through a series of complex rotations (ma-
trix similarity transformation processes) [13], resulting in the
final coupling matrix in the actual filter’s coupling topology, in
which the dominant loss is distributed on the diagonal terms in
a correct order to reflect the true uneven Qs of each individual
resonator, and the loss on off-diagonal elements becomes con-
siderably small and is neglected.

V. DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: IDEAL FILTER
WITH UNEVEN Q FACTORS

In this section, extraction of the coupling matrix and uneven
Qs from the simulated responses of a detuned filter circuit model
is demonstrated. This example is a ten-pole Pfitzenmaier filter
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TABLE I
EXTRACTED UNLOADED Q FACTORS FOR EACH RESONATOR OF THE TEN-POLE FILTER

[15], whose coupling topology is illustrated in Fig. 2. The filter
has GHz and MHz, and realizes four imagi-
nary and four complex transmission zeros (TZs). To extract the
filter circuit model, the following general steps are taken:
Step 1) deembedding the phase loading effects from the filter

responses;
Step 2) determining the complex system poles and complex

residues from the -parameters in bandpass domain
by VF;

Step 3) transforming the filter system poles and residues to
their low-pass counterparts;

Step 4) assembling an complex transversal coupling
matrix directly from the low-pass system poles and
residues;

Step 5) reconfiguring the transversal coupling matrix to the
required coupling topology by a series of complex
rotations.

In this ideal circuit model extraction example, the complex
poles and residues are easily obtained from the filter responses
through the aforementioned procedure. Consequently, a com-
plex transversal coupling matrix is assembled through (26). To
achieve the circuit model that corresponds to the predefined cou-
pling topology, a series of complex matrix rotations must be
performed. The rotation angles for annihilating specified ma-
trix entries are now complex values.
It should be cautious that for certain coupling topologies, such

as cascade-quartet (CQ), cascade-trisection (CT), extended box
[15], etc., there is more than one rotation solution that corre-
sponds to the initial transversal coupling matrix. In order to
lock up a unique coupling matrix that matches the filter phys-
ical model in the extraction process, several key physical cou-
pling elements, such as the widths of irises in a waveguide filter,
can be accurately realized beforehand and kept fixed during the
tuning process so that the corresponding coupling values in the
extractedmodels can be used as a gauge to rule out the unwanted
multiple solutions. However, this issue is not the main concern
of this paper, where only the filters in the folded and Pfitzen-
maier coupling topologies are considered.
The unloaded Q factors calculated from the imaginary part

(only appears on the diagonal elements) of the coupling matrix
after complex reconfiguration are listed in the second row of
Table I, which are identical to those originally prescribed. The
responses from the finally achieved filter circuit model are su-
perimposed in Fig. 2 via solid lines, and clearly they are coinci-
dent with the original responses. For comparison purposes, the
Q factors extracted using the approach with real residues [9] are
given in the last row of Table I, which obviously are not correct.
Even though the extreme uneven-Q distribution case in this

proof-of-concept example is rare, the proposed procedure for
obtaining the correct circuit model from the complex system
poles and residues has been demonstrated.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the eight-pole dual-mode DR filter hardware.
(top) Filter body. (bottom) Filter lid with tuning screws and coupling loops,
whose corresponding coupling values are also marked.

VI. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, two practical examples are given to further
demonstrate the effectiveness of the VF-based extraction
method. Different from the ideal filter example, measurement
noises, dispersion effect, and unwanted stray couplings are
confronted in addition to the unevenly distributed Q factors.

Example 1: Tuning of an Eight-Pole Dual-Mode
Dielectric Filter

This type of filter is first reported in [19], where the TM dual-
mode dielectric (DR) puck with both ends short circuited to the
housing cavity walls is used. This eight-pole filter is illustrated
in Fig. 3, the filter center frequency and bandwidth are

GHz and MHz, respectively. The DR material
used has a relative permittivity of and specified loss
tangent . Each single DR resonator has a
dimension of 41 41 14 mm and the EM simulated Q factor
is about 3600 where a conductivity of S/m is
assumed. The filter is routed in folded coupling topology with
a target 20-dB return loss and two imaginary TZs for 60-dB
rejection lobes on both the lower and upper rejection bands.
The whole tuning process takes 21 measurement and extrac-

tion steps by the VF-based CAT process. In each step, the tun-
able elements are incrementally adjusted by comparing the ex-
tracted circuit model with the target circuit model, and further
adjustments are made based on the next extraction result (under-
shoot or overshoot). Since the extracted circuit model can accu-
rately capture any change of each tuning element, the tuning
result quickly converges to the target response. In this example,
the filter responses of the first, second, fifteenth, and twenty-first
tuning steps are shown in Fig. 4, where both the measurements
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Fig. 4. -parameter responses of the measurement and VF-CAT extracted
models for the eight-pole TM dual-mode DR filter in different tuning states.
(a) State 01. (b) State 02. (c) State 15. (d) State 21.

and the CAT results are compared. It can be seen that the two sets
of curves in each tuning state agree very well with each other,
even in the very initial states where the filter is severely detuned
and under-coupled. The coupling values extracted for the four
tuning states in Fig. 4 and the target coupling matrix are listed in

TABLE II
COUPLING VALUES CORRESPONDING TO THE FILTER STATES IN FIG. 4

TABLE III
UNLOADED Q FACTORS CORRESPONDING TO THE TUNING STATE 21

Table II. Since there always exists an equivalent spurious stray
coupling that accounts for the total stray coupling and dis-
persion effect, the target coupling matrix needs to be modified
with the presence of the stray coupling by optimization. The
stray coupling in this example is called “equivalent” be-
cause its position is determined by the predefined complex ro-
tation operations. The equivalent stray couplings are common to
an analytical CAT technique for a practical filter tuning.Without
taking them into account, the CAT process would not lead to the
desired filter responses.
The extracted Qs of the filter at the final tuning state are

shown in Table III, where the significantly low Qs for the first
and last electric resonator are due to the loading effect of input/
output structures. The varied Qs for each electric resonator are
generally caused by the different tuning and coupling conditions
of each electrical resonator and also the imperfect contact be-
tween the DR puck and the filter cavity walls. It is worth men-
tioning that in the initial states when the filter has a high inser-
tion-loss level ( 20 dB or so), the extracted Q factors will be
inaccurate. However, when the tuning process approaches to the
final states, the extracted Q factors will gradually converge and
reflect the actual unloaded Qs for each resonator.
It can be seen the extracted and the target filter circuit models

at the last state are very close to each other, demonstrating that
the VF-based extraction algorithm can be applied to both the
coarse and fine tuning of a practical microwave filter.

Example 2: Tuning an Eight-Pole Predistortion Filter

This example shows an adaptive design-and-tuning
scheme of a predistortion TM dual-mode DR filter [20]
with GHz and MHz. The filter physical
structure is the same as that in example 1, only smaller DR
pucks with higher relative permittivity of are used.
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Fig. 5. Photograph of the prototyped eight-pole dual-mode DR filter.
The dual-mode resonator is realized by DR pucks with .

Fig. 6. Comparison of of the measured, targeted, and CAT results of the
eight-pole predistortion filter at the initial tuning state. The solid pink lines (in
online version) are the spec lines.

Each DR resonator has an inner size of 30 30 12 mm , and
the unloaded Q is about 2100. When the filter was prototyped
into a conventional matched filter, the insertion loss at and
the band edges are 0.85 and 2.2 dB, respectively. The filter
hardware with top lid removed is shown in Fig. 5.
To achieve a predistortion filter characteristic with an effec-

tive filter Q of more than 10 000 in terms of the flatness of
in-band insertion loss [11]–[13], the allowed in-band ripple
must be less than 0.25 dB, and the absolute level of the in-band
insertion loss is as low as 1.7 dB.
Since in the beginning little is known about the actual Q

factors of the DR resonators, an adaptive design-and-tuning
scheme is proposed. The scheme begins with an initial target
coupling matrix with a constant Q. Throughout the tuning
process, the target coupling matrix is adaptively adjust by using
the updated Qs from the previous tuning state. The details about
the design-and-tuning scheme have been given in [20].
For this tuning example, a total of 12 extractions are made to

realize the required 0.25-dB insertion-loss ripple. The responses
at the initial tuning state of this predistortion filter are shown in
Fig. 6, where it can be seen the CAT result closely matches the
measured result. Since initially the filter is tuned from amatched
condition, the in-band insertion loss is above the targeted level.
The results at the final tuning state are shown in Fig. 7. It can

be observed that the CAT extracted model agrees very well with
the measured data. The targeted and the extracted coupling ma-

Fig. 7. -parameters of the finally predistortion filter, where the in-band
comparison is shown in the middle. The solid pink lines (in online version) are
the spec lines.

TABLE IV
(A) TARGETED COUPLING MATRIX AT FINAL TUNING STATE. (B) EXTRACTED

COUPLING MATRIX AT FINAL TUNING STATE

TABLE V
UNLOADED Qs OF THE PREDISTORTION FILTER FINAL TUNING STATE

trices for the final tuning state are shown in Table IV, where the
two circuit models are within a small error tolerance in terms of
the coupling values. A threshold of 0.001 is used to screen out
tiny couplings in the extracted model. The extracted Q factors of
the filter at the final tuning state are listed in Table V. Clearly,
the Q factors for each resonator are distinct, and the relative
difference between Q1 and Q3 can be more than 100%. How-
ever, since the adaptive design-and-tuning scheme is used, the
extracted Qs finally converge to the targeted Qs, and the finally
achieved filter responses meet all the specs of a predistortion
filter with an effective filter Q of 10 000.

VII. CONCLUSION

A vector-fitting-based analytical CAT technique, which can
reliably and accurately determine the equivalent circuit model
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of a lossy microwave filter with an uneven-Q effect, has been
proposed in this paper. The filter circuit model is constructed by
the accurately extracted complex poles and residues of -pa-
rameters. It is proven that the complex residues in the -pa-
rameter fractional expansions must be considered when the un-
even-Q effect is prominent. The way to deal with the complex
poles and residues in order to extract the correct circuit model of
a lossy filter has been presented. With this extraction technique,
many challenging filter types, such as a high-order predistortion
filter for an IMUX, can be effectively tuned. Two practical filter
extraction examples given in this paper have demonstrated the
effectiveness of this generalized analytical extraction method.
It is believed that the proposed method can greatly enhance the
efficiency of the research and development and mass production
of the microwave bandpass filters.
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